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Sunflower seeds dehulling increased the protein content in meal but the high variability of seed quality was a problem for optimizing industrial process. The aims of this study were: to observe the parameters influencing the protein content and dehulling ability of sunflower seeds and to assess strategies in order to improve dehulling process.
During this study, a first task was to measure variability of sunflower seeds quality delivered in a crushing factory: protein content and dehulling ability. The second task was to obtain these both characteristics for 8 cultivars. And, in the third task, we studied genetic, climatic, and crop management effects on these characteristics, with seed samples coming from an investigation in farmers’ fields.
Variability of seeds quality is important at the entrance of the factory: protein content from 29,6% on DDM (defatted dry matter) to 36,1% DDM; dehulling ability from 7,3% to 23.9% (weight of extracted hulls expressed on initial weight of seeds). In the second task, we noticed few significant differences for protein content between cultivars: Concerning dehulling ability, Vellox is significantly more difficult to dehull with 6,8% of extracted hulls, compared to ES Biba, Pegasol and Extrasol with 9,8 to 10,6% of extracted hulls. In the third task, the climatic effect was observed as sunflower grown in 2008 had higher protein content than sunflower grown in 2009. Also, there was a significant difference on dehulling ability. No relationship was observed between protein content expressed on DDM and oil content, but there was a significant negative linear relationship between dehulling ability and oil content. Other interactions have not been clearly demonstrated (nitrogen fertilization, potential of the fields).
This work shows that the origin of lots of sunflower will affect the quality of sunflower seeds. This provides opportunities for crushing plants to optimize the process of dehulling to produce consistent quality meal, with a guaranteed content of protein, while applying a dehulling rate as low as possible. Indeed, one can consider making an allotment of seeds at the entrance to the factory according to the agricultural region of origin, identifying areas low in protein and rich in protein every year, to supply with a mixture of seeds more homogeneous.

